Functions of Change Request Management

- *NEW* 7.2: How to work with Change Request Management Enhanced Retrofit
- *NEW* 7.2: How to work with Change Request Management Downgrade Protection (DGP)
- *NEW* 7.2: How to work with Change Request Management Cross System Object Lock CSOL
- *SP05*: How to work with ChaRM Standard Changes documents
- Configuring CTS+ in SAP Solution Manager 7.1 and 7.2

Searching:


Specify processor in the ChaRM documents Current Processor Settings in SolMan 7.1

- Approval procedures Approval Management blog from Michael Vollmer
- Change Request management: E-Mail sending actions
- Change Request Management Reporting
- Import strategies: Status-Dependent import and Selective Import
- Searching:
  - 7.1: TREX Set-up: How to configure- Fulltext Search with T-Rex

Configure CTS+ in SAP Solution Manager 7.1 and 7.2
- How to work with Change Request Management Enhanced Retrofit
- How to work with ChaRM projects with cCTS functionality activated
- How to work with Change Request Management Cross System Object Locked (CSOL)
- How to work with Change Request Management Downgrade Protection (DGP)